Library Academic Support
March 2019

Director of Library & University Collections
Jeremy Upton

AHSS College Lead
Christine Love-Rodgers
- Jane Furness
- Liz J. Stevenson
- Shenxiao Tong
- Vacancy

MVM College Lead
Marshall Dozier
- Anne Donnelly
- Ruth Jenkins
- Donna Watson
- Vacancy

S&E College Lead
Fiona Brown
- Jenny Lauder
- Angela Nicholson
- Rowena Stewart
- Caroline Stirling
Collections Services
March 2019

Director of Library & University Collections
Jeremy Upton

Head of Collections Services
Hannah Mateer

Content Acquisition & Access
Elize Rowan

- Agnieszka Abramowicz-Polese
- Karen Aitken
- Michael Antczak
- Anne Bell
- John Birch
- Gill Farmer
- Charles Gray
- Meg Grozier
- Colin Hume
- Joanna Metcalf
- Alastair Millar
- Jane Oliver
- Rachel Simcock
- Kah Wei-Lee
- Allison Young

Collections Lifecycle Management
Sally McIntosh

- Agnieszka Abramowicz-Polese
- Audrey Butcher
- Sandra Delaney
- Clare De’Placido
- Thomas Dolan
- Gillian Downie
- Thomas Evans
- Flora Fisher
- Steven Forbes
- Maria Frame
- Keith Heard
- Susan Hubbard
- Lindsey Hutchison
- Carl Jones
- Jamie Kinroy

Metadata Services
Alasdair MacDonald

- Ralph Kinloch
- Madeline Leisk
- Catriona Leonard
- Ann MacDonald
- Evangelos Makrigiannakis
- Marko Mlakar
- Nicola Moncur
- Joanne Murdie
- Sandra Phillips
- Douglas Reid
- Caroline Riley (Mat. Leave)
- Stuart Scarles
- Aaron Stevenson
- Scott Summers
- Rob Sutcliffe

University Collections Facility Coordinator
Lesley Bryson

Library Learning Services
Angela Laurins

- Graham Bell
- Angela Carroll
- Morwen Cross
- Oreste De’ Tomasso
- John Glass
- Xiaowei Jie
- Nina MacKinnon
- Patrick Murray
- Paul Nicholas
- Kathy Penfold
- Christian Petit
- Zsuzsanna Varga
- Ruby Wilkins

- Roza Dimitrellou
- Jennifer Draughon
- Louise Dutnell
- Anna Ibbotson
- Viktoria Varga
- Vacancy